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1. Introduction. Let A, BQA and Bf be compacta, which are1 

ANR's (absolute neighbourhood retracts). Let B'QA' where A' is a 
compactum, and let / : (A, B)~>(A\ B') be a map such that ƒ | (A — B) 
is a homeomorphism onto A1 — B'. Thus A1 is homeomorphic to the 
space defined in terms of A, B, B' and the map g =ƒ | B by identifying 
each point b€EB with gbÇzB'. K. Borsuk [3] has shown that A' is 
locally contractible. It is therefore an ANR if dim A'< oo. The main 
purpose of this note is to prove, without this restriction on dim Af: 

THEOREM 1. A ' is an ANR, 

We also derive some simple consequences of this theorem. For 
example, it follows that the homotopy extension theorem, in the form 
in which the image space is arbitrary, may be extended2 from maps 
of polyhedra to maps of compact ANR's, P and QQP. That is to 
say, if f0:P--*X is a given map, the space X being arbitrary, and if 
gt'-Q—>X is a deformation of go—folQ, then there is a homotopy 
/,:P-^Z,suchthat/, |(2 = ^.Forleti?=:(PX0)U((3XJ)CPXJandlet 
h:R->X be given by h(p, 0) =/0£, h(q, t)~gtq (pEP, sGÖ). Since 
QXI is (obviously) a compact ANR it follows from Theorem 1, 
with A=*QXI, 5 = ÇX0, J3 '=PX0, A'~R that R is an ANR. 
Therefore R is a retract of some open set UQPXl* If Bl Z7—>i? is a 
retraction, then hd: U—+X is an extension of hiR—^X throughout U. 
This is all we need for the homotopy extension theorem (see [5, pp. 
86, 87]). Thus we have the corollary: 

COROLLARY. A given homotopyt gt'*Q~>X, of go^folQ, can be ex
tended to a homotopy, ft:P-+X, where P and QQP are compact ANR's 
andfoiP—^X is a given map of P in an arbitrary space X. 

We also use Theorem 1 to prove another theorem. We shall de
scribe a map £:X—>F as a homotopy equivalence if, and only if, there 
is a map, y: Y—>X, such that rç£~l, £77—1, where X and Y are any 
two spaces. Thus the statement that £:X—*Y is a homotopy equiva
lence implies that X and Y are of the same homotopy type. Let 
A, B,A',B' and/ : (4, J3)->(i4,23') be as in Theorem land let g - / [B . 
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1 For an account of these spaces, on which this note is based, see [2]. Numbers in 

brackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper. 
2 Cf. [4]. 
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